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An example of a word that contains all three word elements is ………………. .

action impolite politely impolitely

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sometimes the meaning of a word may be different from the …………..prefix or root.

combine combines combined to combine

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When you encounter word elements that have more than one meaning, remember to use the

……………clues.

 prefix  suffix  letter context

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

English is not the first language of as many individuals as Mandarin Chinese. 'Individuals'

means………… .

progress persons personal personalities

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The bird's large wings enable it to fly very fast. 'It' refers to…………… .

fly fast the bird wings

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence " English is the mother tongue of several hundred million people", the noun

'people' is modified by three………. .

adjectives adverbs verbs nouns

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A history of political importance as well as a certain linguistic suppleness have endowed English

with an enormous vocabulary. 'As well as' means………… .

but and because although

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The teacher talked to the student about the elimination of mistakes from his writing. 'Elimination'

means………. .

removing accepting verifying adding

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The passenger told us about his……………of our country.

impress impressed impression impresses

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sometimes we read because we enjoy……………and therefore we want to read.

read reads reading to read

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In reading for gist we read the whole text but only to gain a(n)………….idea of it.

complete general random unimportant

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Dr. Tucker made a few remarks on the subject. 'Remarks' means……………. .

losses profits lectures comments

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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"To make a fool of something" is a(n) English…………….. . Its meaning is not clear from the meaning

of its individual words.

idiom verb adverb noun

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We have already seen that we do not have to read every word in the texts we read. 'Do not have

to' means………… .

    

isn't won't haven't mustn't

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Our efficiency in reading is partly determined by our command of lexical aspects of the language.

'Lexical aspects' means the aspects related to……….. .

comments continuation vocabulary  villain

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The housewife has cleaned all of the five rooms.

All of the five rooms ………………cleaned by the housewife.

was will  is being have been

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The…………..........................kind of dictionary is unabridged dictionary which includes many

unusual words.

most complete least complete incomplete smallest

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

At times, an entry of the dictionary will give two pronunciations for a word. 'At times'

means…………… .

soldom sometimes always never

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In Webster's Dictionary, the oldest definition of a word appears first, and the newest definition

………….. .

last list lost least

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should……………the first syllable of the word 'runner'.

stresses stress stressed stressing

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They drove through constantly changing scenery. 'Constantly' means……………. .

slowly rapidly randomly continuously

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

This student………….a house with three other students. He uses it with three other students.

shares hides avoids separates

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should equip yourself with a dictionary which will give you most the words that you require.

'Which' refers to………. .

you words yourself a dictionary

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Mary's…………..is playing the guitar. 

relax relaxes relaxation relaxed

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is very important to know how to utilize the library efficiently. 'Utilize' means………….. .

use delete reject destroy

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If insufficient time is given to learning experience then there is likelihood of ………….very quickly.

recalling forgetting remembering understanding

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Retaining what you have learned can be better…………..by regular and organized revision.

manage manages management managed

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The suffix "-graph" in the word 'photograph' means…………… .

nothing said something written

things read things disappeared

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Using just a few words, she constructed many sentences. 'Constructed' means………… .

made declined wasted dropped

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Physics deals with the forces acting on concrete objects. 'Concrete' means………. .

real rare unreal temporary

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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